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The target hardware
Compulab IoT-Gate-Imx8
● SoC: imx8mm
● Memory Size: 1G/2G/4G
● RTC on board.
● TPM2 can be added by option.
● SystemReady certificate for mainline 

TF-A and mainline U-boot.



SystemReady IR status of Compulab IoT-gate-imx8
 

Firmware version Mainline U-Boot firmware , version 
2021.07-rc2-00205-g4fea10ecad (Jun 28 
2021 - 10:39:04 +0100) 

ACS version ACS-IR v0.8 BETA 0

BSA details BSA v1.0

BBR details EBBR v2.0.1 (BBR v1.0)

Arm SystemReady certification SystemReady IR v1.0 (level 1)

Tested operating systems ● Fedora IoT 34
● OpenSUSE Leap 15.3
● Debian Testing Bullseye 11-rc2



What we did for SystemReady IR
● TF-A TBBR

○ The BSP from Compulab is SPL -> BL31 -> U-boot
○ We enabled TBBR and upstream to the TF-A mainline. 
○ TBBR: SPL -> BL2 -> BL31 -> BL32 (OpTEE) -> BL33 (U-boot)

● U-boot
○ Add mainline support for imx8mm-cl-iot-gate
○ Implement RTC driver for EFI_GET_TIME/EFI_SET_TIME
○ Maintain dts in U-boot that can directly boot into mainline Linux kernel.
○ Support capsule updates for updating the firmwares.

● Dsitros
○ Help distro enabling the necessary options for the distro kernel.
○ Now we can directly install from latest Distro iso images on USB (Debian 11, Fedora IoT 

34.)



SystemReady IR status of NXP imx8mm-evk
 

Firmware version NXP 2021 Q2 pre-release firmware, version 
LF 5.10.35 2.0.0 rc1

ACS version ACS-IR v0.8 BETA 0

BSA details BSA v1.0

BBR details EBBR v2.0.1 (BBR v1.0)

Arm SystemReady certification SystemReady IR v1.0 (level 0)

Tested operating systems ● Fedora IoT 34
● OpenSUSE Tumbleweed 

snapshot20210616
● Debian testing arm64 DVD weekly 

build of 20210621



Foreseen and Thoughts
● Device tree provided by firmware (U-boot)

○ DTB must match upstream/downstream kernel.
■ Sync dts from kernel periodically?
■ Shouldn’t break dts when Linux driver updates?
■ What if <board>-u-boot.dtsi not aligned with kernel?

● Not introduce conflict property with kernel
● Not delete node/property used by kernel

● Upstream/Downstream changes
○ U-boot / TF-A
○ Kernel
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Background
Socionext Landing team is working on a platform SDK project.
● For the latest standard feature for the platform

○ The latest version of firmware, Linux kernel and rootfs.
○ SystemReady IR ready firmware
○ LEDGE RP based rootfs and kernel

● For the best mix of security features 
○ Trusted Substrate: UEFI secure boot, Secure OTA, OP-TEE based secure storage etc.
○ Enabling Linux kernel security features.



The target hardware: DeveloperBox
Socionext DeveloperBox (96boards Enterprise Edition)

- SynQuacer ™ SoC, 24 cores of Cortex-A53, 1GHz
- Micro-ATX
- Memory size can be expandable by DIMM (4GB-32GB)
- PC-like On-board Peripherals

- PCIe
- USB
- SATA
- eMMC
- GbE

- EDK2 based official UEFI firmware
- Old SCP-firmware and TF-A

 are pre-installed.

https://www.96boards.org/product/developerbox/


SystemReady IR Dependency
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For the SystemReady IR ready, “ACS test suite”, Unmodified OS installation, capsule 
update, are needed. 



What we did for SystemReady IR
● U-Boot

○ Upstream mainline support for developerbox board.
○ Enable PCIe, GbE, I2C, SPI
○ Ported devicetrees from EDK2
○ Configure EFI capsule update
○ Fix some mainline bugs for devices and EFI

● SCP-firmware/TF-A/OP-TEE
○ Update those to mainline and fixed some bugs.
○ Enable TF-A TBBR support (out-of-tree).

● ACS
○ Run ACS test suites (BETA) and report bugs.
○ Install test for some distributions.

■ Debian 10 and OpenSUSE Leap 15.3
■ The developerbox is well supported in the mainline kernel.



U-Boot Configuration and TIPs



U-Boot SystemReady IR Configures
The Upstream U-Boot supports required features.
● Features just need to be enabled. (EFI support)

○ See https://github.com/ARM-software/ebbr/wiki/U-Boot-Configuration-Guide
● Features which needs to be configured.

○ CONFIG_CAPSULE_UPDATE requires to set the “dfu_alt_info”. Discuss this later.
○ CONFIG_EFI_IGNORE_OSINDICATIONS is also a good option.

● U-Boot must provide the devicetree to Grub and Linux.
○ Configure CONFIG_OF_CONTROL and CONFIG_DEFAULT_DEVICE_TREE

● “Distro boot” is a good option.
○ This tries EFI boot at first.
○ “#include <config_distro_bootcmd.h>” and define some macros.
○ See “doc/README.distro” file.

https://github.com/ARM-software/ebbr/wiki/U-Boot-Configuration-Guide
https://github.com/u-boot/u-boot/blob/master/doc/README.distro


Other TIPs and pitfalls
● RTC

○ If your platform has a real RTC, disable CONFIG_RTC_EMULATION.
● EFI filesystem support

○ U-Boot “UEFI” will detect not only EFI system partition but also linux filesystems.
○ This may affect ACS filesystem test because U-Boot supports full operations only on 

FAT.
○ Uninstall Linux (swipe all storages) before ACS, or only enable CONFIG_FS_FAT.

● What is CONFIG_EFI_CAPSULE_ON_DISK_EARLY ?
○ This option detects capsule file at U-Boot early boot (after devicetree devices probed).
○ Only available if the capsule file stored in the storage in devicetree (e.g. eMMC)
○ If you do capsule update from USB/SATA/NVMe, you must disable “EARLY” option.

● U-Boot doesn’t find capsule file in FAT partition, why?
○ The capsule file must be stored in EFI system partition.
○ E.g. USB flash partition must be initialized as “EFI system partition” type.



EFI Capsule Update



EFI Capsule Update
EFI Capsule update allows user to update firmware using “capsule file”.
2 ways of Capsule update

- Capsule update via EFI API
- Request to update capsule file via EFI API.
- U-Boot doesn’t support this.

- Capsule update on disk
- Put capsule files in “EFI/UpdateCapsule” directory on the EFI system partition.
- When the next boot time, EFI will scan the directory and update it.
- U-Boot supports this.



EFI Capsule image file
EFI capsule image is like this.

- FMP (firmware management protocol)
specifies the image type and update 
method.

- U-Boot supports RAW and FIT, but you 
have to choose one of them.

- Usually RAW is enough.
- RAW

- Identify the image by index number in 
capsule header

- FIT (Flattened Image Tree)
- Identify the image by the name in the FIT 

header.

Image header

Image header

Image file (FIT)

Capsule header

Image file (RAW)

RAW GUID IndexSize

FIT GUID IndexSize

FIT header fwname1 fwname2

...

FMP payload header

FMP Payload header

version LSV

version LSV

Capsule header



DeveloperBox enables only RAW capsule format.
- It is simple, easy to make the file.
- U-Boot “capsule update on disk” updates multiple files

- Firmware provider can choose which firmware they want to update

Capsule image file in reality

Image header

Capsule header

U-boot.bin (RAW)

RAW GUID 1Size
FMP payload header version LSV

Image header

fip.bin (RAW)

RAW GUID 2Size
FMP payload header version LSV

Capsule header

EFI partition

/EFI/UpdateCapsule/



DFU (Device Firmware Update)
- DFU is a protocol (USB gadget protocol) to update firmware from host over USB
- U-Boot DFU has frontend and backend

- Frontend is USB gadget
- Backend defines how to write the firmware

- MMC, SF, MTD etc.
- Backend is configured by “dfu_alt_info”

- “<interface> <id>”=”<fwname1> raw <offset> <size>;<fwname2> raw <offset> <size>...”
- Fwname will be used in the DFU protocol

Host
Board

Backend
device

USB 
gadget

Backend
Driver

USB DFU 
protocol UBoot

DFU
“Update 
firmware A”... dfu_alt_info



U-Boot EFI capsule update over DFU
U-Boot EFI capsule update hacks DFU as a backend storage protocol.

- U-Boot DFU driver refers “dfu_alt_info” env var to identify firmware location
- The index number or fwname is used for applying to where the image installed

- “<interface> <id>”=”<fwname1> raw <offset> <size>;<fwname2> raw <offset> <size>...”
-                                    ^^^^ index number 1                      ^^^^ index number2
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0x8000000 Bootstrap (BL1)

0x8070000 Flash writer

0x8100000 SCP firmware (BL2)

0x8180000
(480KB)

FIP image TF-A (BL31)

dummy

dummy

OP-TEE (BL32)

0x81F8000 (32KB) Stage2Tables (used when DSW3-2 is on)

0x8200000 (1MB) U-Boot (BL33) (XIP: exec on NOR)

0x8300000 (1MB) U-Boot environment vars

0x8500000 (1MB) External OP-TEE

DFU setting example
DeveloperBox can update TF-A, OP-TEE and 
U-Boot by Capsule update

- dfu_alt_info=”mtd mx66u51235f=
u-boot.bin raw 200000 100000;
fip.bin raw 180000 78000;
optee.bin raw 500000 100000”

(NOTE: index starts from “1”.
1=U-Boot, 2=FIP, 3=extended OP-TEE)

“mx66u51235f” SPI NOR flash



Generate a capsule file (no authentication)
- mkeficapsule in U-Boot

- When generating capsule file, pass the update image index with the index
- U-Boot has its own tool to make a capsule file 

- Note that this command accepts only 1 image file
- If you want to update multiple image, you need to make different capsule files.

- The FIT image(fit.bin) can include u-boot.bin, fip.bin, optee.bin. (index is dummy)

- Then put it under EFI/UpdateCapsule/ directory in the EFI system partition on USB

$ u-boot/tools/mkeficapsule --raw SPI_NOR_UBOOT.fd --index 1 UBOOT.Cap

$ u-boot/tools/mkeficapsule --fit fit.bin --index 1 FIT.Cap

$ mount /dev/sdb1 /mnt
$ mkdir /mnt/EFI/UpdateCapsule 
$ cp UBOOT.Cap /mnt/EFI/UpdateCapsule



Applying Capsule Update on DeveloperBox
At first, enable USB device which has capsule file.

You need to set an EFI variable: OsIndications, BootXXXX, BootNext (or BootOrder)

Reset and run efi related command (e.g. printenv -e) after enabling NOR and USB

NOTES:
- When the capsule update done (even if it is failed), the capsule file will be removed from USB.
- BootNext is cleared after used. If you want to make it eternal, use BootOrder instead.

(uboot)=> env set -e -nv -bs -rt -v OsIndications =0x0000000000000004
(uboot)=> efidebug boot add 100 Boot0100 usb 0:1 EFI/BOOT/bootaa64.efi
(uboot)=> efidebug boot next 100
(uboot)=> saveenv

(uboot)=> usb start  # Before run efi command, enable USB device
(uboot)=> printenv -e

(uboot)=> usb start

This is important Capsule update ignore this.
It is OK if this is a dummy.



Thank you!


